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                                                        Get closer with your instinct through the EOS R7. With a new APS-C sensor on the revolutionary RF mount, you get a telephoto effect of approximately 1.6x while maintaining high resolution.

This mirrorless camera also comes with robust In-Body Image Stabilization of up to 8 stops and shoots up to 30 frames per second.
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                                            Canon's EOS Webcam Utility helps you stay connected with high quality video using your Canon camera.
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                                            Our refillable ink tank printers provide high volume and ultra low cost printing.
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                                            Canon's range of presenters offers style and ergonomics plus useful features like intuitive controls and easy software compatibility.
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                                                    Canon’s 2024 EOS Master:  Supporting Malaysia’s Next Generation of Visual Storytellers
                                                
                                            

                                            
                                            30 Jan 2024
                                                — KUALA LUMPUR, 30 January 2024 - Canon Marketing Malaysia (“Canon”) officially announced its 2024 lineup of EOS Masters at a signing ceremony today at Astana, Bamboo Hills, sustaining its tradition of collaboration and enlightenment in the digital imaging community. The EOS Master initiative, launched last year, is a continuous effort by the company to create a platform for interactive engagement between aspiring creative individuals, including beginners, students, and professionals, with seasoned experts in Malaysia.

This year's EOS Master lineup features 17 distinguished photographers and videographers with illustrious careers that have left a lasting impact on the creative industry. Chosen for their diverse experiences, influence in the local community and shared passion for creativity, these Masters’ expertise covers a wide spectrum of fields such as underwater, travel, landscape, photojournalism, sports, and nature photography. Serving as mentors to aspiring creative individuals and camera enthusiasts, these Masters will share insights into the art of storytelling, providing the necessary tools for budding content creators throughout Malaysia to bring their unique visions to life.

Under the EOS Master initiative, these 17 camera advocates will host a variety of activities, workshops, seminars, and exhibitions throughout the year. Through these events, they will share techniques, challenges, and personal anecdotes. These programmes offer an opportunity for individuals to upskill or reskill, ensuring participants emerge not only with refined skills but also with a renewed passion for their craft.

Beyond their role as heralds of creative vision, the EOS Masters will also serve as advocates of the Canon brand. They will showcase the transformative capabilities of EOS products that push boundaries and illustrate the possibilities at the intersection of art and technology. This initiative highlights the extensive range of EOS R System camera and lens products, showcasing Canon's diverse portfolio that meets the needs of EOS Masters across various sectors, and fosters a sense of community among camera advocates to drive innovation and growth in the Malaysian photography and videography landscape.
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                                        27 Jan 2024
                                            — PENANG, 27 January 2024 – Canon Marketing Malaysia (“Canon”) joined hands with the Seberang Perai City Council (MBSP) and Shorebirds Peninsular Malaysia Project (SPMP) to host a series of bird conservation awareness activities at Sungai Tembus, Penang today in conjunction with World Wetlands Day.

The highlight of the event was the launch of a microsite dedicated to shorebirds in Malaysia. Canon sponsored the microsite development, created by SPMP, an independent research unit focused on shorebird conservation. This platform offers comprehensive information on over 70 shorebird species, along with specific locations in Malaysia where these birds can be observed. Additionally, it includes a special section featuring the experiences of birders using Canon cameras, along with photography tips and tricks.

This initiative aims to heighten awareness regarding the importance of conserving shorebirds and their habitats, emphasizing the intricate connection between these avian species and the wetlands they inhabit, aligning seamlessly with the essence of World Wetlands Day.

Commenting on the occasion, YB Dato' Seri Sundarajoo Somu, Penang EXCO for Housing and Environment, expressed gratitude that the bird conservation activities were held in Sungai Tembus, highlighting that “Penaga Wetlands is not only a haven for biodiversity but offers a unique opportunity for visitors to immerse themselves in the beauty of our environmental ecosystems. The event also aligns with MBSP's mission to contribute to the Sustainable Development Goals. The SDGs serve as a compass to MBSP and we have made significant strides in promoting environmental conservation and sustainable practices in the city, including by reducing per capita emissions and encouraging tree planting activities.”
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                                            — Sustaining a legacy of delighting Malaysians throughout the years.
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                                        02 Jan 2024
                                            — SHAH ALAM, 2 January 2024 - Canon Marketing Malaysia (“Canon”) announced strategic leadership changes, effective January 2, 2024. These appointments aim to drive continued growth and fuel innovation in the Malaysian market.

Masato Yoshiie takes the helm as President and CEO, succeeding Shunji Yoshikai who led the company with unwavering dedication. Yoshiie brings extensive experience across Canon's global operations, demonstrably driving successful business expansions and product launches. His deep understanding of Asian markets and customer-centric vision prove invaluable assets as Canon embarks on its next chapter in Malaysia.

Edward Chang steps up as Head of Image Communication Business (ICB) Division, replacing Hunter Zhang. Fueled by an unwavering passion for visual storytelling, he undertakes the responsibility of not just leading but revolutionizing Canon's engagement with Malaysian customers, harnessing the profound power of imagery through photography and videography to forge lasting connections. With proven marketing and brand development expertise, Chang emerges as the visionary leader poised to propel the division to new heights.

Stepping into Masato Yoshiie's prior role as the Head of Business Imaging Solution (BIS) Division, Jeffrey Kung brings a wealth of expertise to guide customers through the intricacies of digitalization and hybrid work using BIS's innovative solutions. His profound knowledge and strategic acumen are poised to play a pivotal role in steering Canon's BIS business towards sustainable growth. Jeffrey's capabilities extend seamlessly across SME, corporate, and business partner domains, strategically positioning Canon to adeptly address the dynamic needs of businesses in today's evolving landscape.

As he embarks on this new chapter, Yoshiie is guided by the powerful synergy of Canon’s corporate values. “Our corporate philosophy, 'Kyosei,' underscores our dedication to living and working together for the common good. In parallel, 'Delighting You Always' is not merely our corporate slogan—it encapsulates our commitment to excellence, a promise to go above and beyond for our valued customers. In this role, I am inspired to lead with a vision that harmonizes these principles, fostering a workplace where every action delights our customers and contributes to the greater good. This journey paves our path to excellence and collaboration." said Masato Yoshiie, President and CEO of Canon Marketing Malaysia.

"I'm thrilled to welcome Edward Chang and Jeffrey Kung to their new leadership roles. Their expertise and experience will be invaluable as we continue to grow our business and solidify our position in the Malaysian market," added Yoshiie.

Canon looks forward to a vibrant future under its new leadership, committed to enriching lives through innovative imaging solutions and unwavering dedication to customer satisfaction. Their combined expertise, passion, and commitment to excellence will shape the future of imaging in Malaysia, empowering individuals and businesses to capture, share and connect in meaningful ways.

For more information about Canon Malaysia's corporate announcement, please visit https://my.canon/en/consumer or follow us on Facebook and Instagram.
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                        Provide your booking code and email address you used for the registration, we will re-send the confirmation email to you.
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